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We introduce the concept of a bidirectional, compact single-element Fano nanoantenna that allows

for directional coupling of light in opposite directions of a high-index dielectric waveguide for two

different operation wavelengths. We utilize a Fano resonance to tailor the radiation phases of a

gold nanodisk and a nanoslit that is inscribed into the nanodisk to realize bidirectional scattering.

We show that this Fano nanoantenna operates as a bidirectional waveguide coupler at telecommu-

nication wavelengths and, thus, is ideally suitable for integrated wavelength-selective light demulti-

plexing. VC 2014 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4892651]

In the last decade, plasmonic nanoparticles and nanoan-

tennas have proven to provide unprecedented opportunities to

control and guide light at the nanoscale.1–3 Due to their

unique ability to confine and enhance light to subwavelength

volumes, they provide the basis for the development of novel

types of solar cells, photo detectors, imaging devices,

advanced plasmonic sensors, and nanolasers.2,4 Plasmonic

nanoantennas have also opened up an effective way of manip-

ulating and directing light from localized photon sources and

quantum emitters3,5,6 via near-field interactions providing

directed emission of light from localized light sources.5,7–12

Furthermore, plasmonic nanoantennas can provide an efficient

way to couple light from free space into plasmonic13–15 or

dielectric16,17 waveguides and vice versa. Thus, they can

serve as a new type of waveguide coupler for optical chips.

Typically, directional farfield scattering by plasmonic

nanoantennas is achieved by detuning the resonance wave-

lengths of two or more antenna elements and, thereby, adjust-

ing their relative phase differences in the radiation fields. This

results in constructive interference of radiation in one direction

and destructive interference in the other direction. Since the

sign of the relative phase difference between the antenna ele-

ments usually does not change with the wavelength of the inci-

dent light, most of the plasmonic nanoantennas investigated to

date are designed for directional scattering of the incident light

at one operation wavelength and into one direction only.5,13–21

However, in order to increase optical data-communication

speed and bandwidth, it is essential to provide nanoantennas

with multi-frequency operation22 that allows to increase infor-

mation density by parallel encoding of information at different

operation wavelengths (multiplexing). In such a scheme

wavelength-selective bidirectional nanoantenna-waveguide

coupling to separate information encoded in the wavelength is

an essential device for on-chip light demultiplexing. To realize

bidirectional nanoantennas, however, a strong relative phase

difference with opposite signs has to be realized. One promis-

ing way of achieving this goal is the use of Fano resonan-

ces,23,24 where the constructive and destructive inference of

two resonances with very different radiation characteristics

provide positive and negative relative radiation phases in a

given wavelength range. Fano resonances in plasmonic nano-

structures have already been found to support bidirectional

radiation of light from localized quantum emitters,7,9,10 how-

ever, studies of bidirectional scattering for farfield excitation

are, so far, limited to the directional excitation of surface-

plasmon polaritons13–15 or the use of the interband transitions

of bi-metallic dimers25 which are all connected with large

losses13,15,25 or are not scalable with regard to their operation

frequency.25 Furthermore, a bidirectional nanoantenna design

providing the functionality of a bidirectional waveguide cou-

pler for wavelength demultiplexing has not been presented to

date.

Here, we present a compact single-particle Fano nanoan-

tenna that shows the capability of simultaneously directing

light of two different wavelengths in opposite directions for

broadband farfield excitation in free space [see Fig. 1(a)].

We demonstrate that this Fano antenna can be integrated

onto a high-index dielectric waveguide and can be utilized as

a bidirectional waveguide coupler for wavelength demulti-

plexing. In order to achieve bidirectionality, we effectively

merge a rod-shaped aperture antenna and a circular patch

antenna into one compact subwavelength nanoparticle. We

utilize the interference of the radiation from those two ele-

ments that can be regarded as two electric dipoles with very

different resonance widths in order to achieve wavelength-

selective bidirectional scattering [Fig. 1(b)]. The first

electric-dipole resonance with a broad linewidth is obtained

from a gold nanodisk with a diameter of d¼ 400 nm and a

thickness of h¼ 30 nm. To realize the second electric-dipole

resonance with approximately the same resonance frequency

but a narrow linewidth (as required for the formation of a

Fano resonance), we inscribe a 15-nm-wide and 120-nm-

long nanoslit in x direction [see Fig. 2(a)] and displace it by

s¼ 100 nm from the center of the gold nanodisk. To intui-

tively understand how the Fano-antenna characteristics

shown in Fig. 2(a) give rise to bidirectional scattering for dif-

ferent operation wavelengths, we describe the two elements

of the Fano antenna (the nanodisk and the nanoslit) as two

electric dipoles (Pa and Pb) oriented in y direction, one posi-

tioned at the nanodisk center and the other at the center of

the nanoslit [see inset Fig. 2(a)]. The radiation characteristics
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are then governed by the response of the two (ideal) dipole

sources with equal amplitudes Pa ¼ eiaa and Pb ¼ eiab , where

aa and ab represent the phases of the respective dipole radia-

tion [see Fig. 1(b)]. Furthermore, the relative displacement

s¼ 100 nm of the two dipoles with respect to each other

introduces a retardation phase factor as. In order to achieve

scattering to the left (�x direction), the conditions

aL¼ (aa� ab)þ as¼ 0� (constructive interference to the left)

and aR¼�(aa� ab)þ as¼ 180� (destructive interference to

the right) have to be fulfilled. Likewise, for scattering to the

right (þ x direction), aL¼ (aa� ab)þ as¼ 180� (destructive

interference to the left) and aR¼�(aa� ab)þ as¼ 0� (con-

structive interference to the right) have to be valid. While

one of these two conditions, corresponding to unidirectional

scattering only, can be met quite easily, fulfilling both condi-

tions at the same time is impossible for the ideal case of

bidirectional scattering with infinite front-to-back ratio (zero

back scattering) since this implies that Da¼ aa� ab¼690�

and as¼ 90� have to be fulfilled simultaneously. However, if

one allows non-zero backscattering (jDaj ¼ as), bidirectional

scattering with a maximized front-to-back ratio can be

achieved.

In order to investigate the radiation properties of the

actual Fano antenna shown in Fig. 2(a), we perform numeri-

cal calculations using finite-integral frequency-domain simu-

lations (CST Microwave Studio). First, we excite the Fano

antenna that is suspended in air with a linearly polarized

plane wave incident from the top and calculate the normal-

ized scattering cross section. Figure 2(a) shows that the scat-

tering cross section is characterized by a broad resonance

with a pronounced maximum at 1100 nm wavelength and a

resonance minimum at 800 nm wavelength. To identify the

origin of the Fano resonance in our nanoantenna design, we

analyze the constituent elements of the antenna, namely, the

gold nanodisk and the nanoslit, separately. For a single gold

nanodisk [Fig. 2(b)] with a diameter of d¼ 400 nm and a

thickness of h¼ 30 nm, we find a broad resonance with a

pronounced peak at about 1070 nm wavelength in the scatter-

ing cross section [solid line in Fig. 2(b)]. This peak can

clearly be identified as the main resonance found for the

Fano antenna shown in Fig. 2(a). To evaluate the phase of

the scattered field, we position an electric-field probe in the

nearfield of the nanodisk and extract the phase delay.

Notably, the large resonance width of the nanodisk is con-

nected with a weak phase dispersion.

Inspired by Babinet’s principle,26 we investigate the scat-

tering properties of the complementary structure—a single

gold nanorod with the same dimensions [Fig. 2(c)], in order to

analyze the optical response of the nanoslit. According to

Babinet’s principle, the radiation pattern of the nanoslit is

identical in shape to that of a nanorod except that electric and

magnetic fields are interchanged.26,27 In order to describe the

response of the nanoslit that is excited by an incident electric

field perpendicular to the slit by its complementary structure,

a nanorod, the orientation of the nanorod has to be parallel to

the polarization of the incident light. Thus, we calculate the

response of a gold nanorod with the same dimensions as the

nanoslit in the final nanoantenna design but with perpendicu-

lar orientation [see Fig. 2(c)]. Notably, since Babinet’s princi-

ple is not exact for (lossy) optical metals, the nanoslit

resonance is slightly blueshifted and spectrally broadened as

compared to the nanorod resonance, however, these small

deviations do only marginally affect the results obtained from

the dipole model. We find that the nanorod shows a resonance

FIG. 1. (a) Artist view of the bidirectional Fano nanoantenna. The incident

broadband light (depicted in yellow) is scattered in opposite directions

(kL(kL), kR(kR)) for different wavelengths (kL red and kR green). (b) Dipole

scheme showing the interference conditions for bidirectional scattering with

kL(kL) and kR(kR).

FIG. 2. (a) Normalized scattering cross section (blue curve) and the phase

difference between the single nanorod and the nanodisk (black dashed

curve). The inset shows the Fano antenna design. The two arrows indicate

the dipoles Pa and Pb representing the nanoslit and the nanodisk, respec-

tively. At 702 nm (phase difference of þ47�) and at 808 nm (phase differ-

ence of �45�) bidirectional scattering occurs. (b) Normalized scattering

cross section (blue curve) and phase spectrum (black dashed curve) of a sin-

gle gold nanodisk with a diameter 400 nm and a thickness 30 nm. (c)

Normalized scattering cross section (blue curve) and phase spectrum (black

dashed curve) of a gold nanorod with a length of 120 nm, a width of 15 nm,

and 30 nm thickness.
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(scattering peak) at 800 nm wavelength that can be linked to

the resonance of the nanoslit. Furthermore, the nanorod reso-

nance is relatively narrowband in comparison to the resonance

of the nanodisk. This is connected with a strong phase disper-

sion in the scattered field at 800 nm wavelength. The interfer-

ence of the radiation of the nanodisk and the nanoslit in the

final nanoantenna design ultimately leads to a Fano resonance

in the scattering cross section at 800 nm wavelength as can be

seen in Fig. 2(a). Furthermore, the Fano resonance results in a

relative phase difference Da of the scattered field of the nano-

disk and the complementary nanoslit that is positive for wave-

lengths smaller than approximately 790 nm and negative for

wavelengths above this value [dashed line in Fig. 2(a)].

Specifically, we obtain Da¼ aa� ab¼�45� at 808 nm wave-

length and Da¼ aa� ab¼þ47� at 702 nm wavelength for our

actual Fano antenna design. Because of the fixed displacement

of the two dipoles s¼ 100 nm at 808 nm wavelength, the retar-

dation phase is fixed to as� 45�. As a result, we expect our

Fano antenna to support scattering to the right at 702 nm

wavelength and to the left at 808 nm wavelength for excitation

with a y polarized wave propagating in �z direction [Fig.

1(a)]. To verify the bidirectional scattering of our Fano

antenna, we now calculate the radar cross sections RCSR in

þx direction and RCSL in �x direction and plot the corre-

sponding (black and red) curves in Fig. 3(a). Clearly at

702 nm wavelength, the right scattering cross section (RCSR)

is maximized, while the left scattering (RCSL) is minimal and

vice versa at 808 nm wavelength. Furthermore, the side scat-

tering ratios SSRR¼RCSR/RCSL and SSRL¼RCSL/RCSR as

depicted in Fig. 3(b) exceed 17 for both scattering directions.

The calculated directivity of the Fano antenna in þx (at

702 nm) and �x (at 808 nm) direction is 2.2 and 2.7,

respectively.

In the next step, we integrate the bidirectional Fano

antenna onto a chalcogenide-glass waveguide to couple light

with different wavelengths into opposite waveguide

directions. We excite the antenna that is immersed in a drop-

let of index-matching liquid with the y-polarized mode of a

tapered optical fibre (core diameter of 1 lm) from the top

[see Figs. 4(a) and 4(b)]. The waveguide width is 600 nm,

height is 580 nm, and the refractive index of the chalcoge-

nide glass is 2.65. The refractive index of the glass substrate,

the index-matching liquid, and the glass fibre is 1.45. To

quantify the amount of light coupled into the waveguide in

þx and �x direction, we monitor the energy flow at the faces

at each end of the waveguide. We then calculate the

direction-dependent coupling efficiencies, i.e., the power

flow through each of the faces normalized to the incident

power flow from the fibre port. In doing so we obtain the

spectrally resolved coupling efficiencies gL and gR for the

left and the right wavguide face [Fig. 4(c)]. For the Fano

antenna integrated onto a chalcogenide waveguide, we

obtain maximum coupling efficiencies of �5% for each

direction. This is quite impressive considering the subwave-

length scale of both the nanoantennas and the waveguide.

Figure 4(d) finally shows the fidelity of the directional

coupling, i.e., the ratios of the power coupled to the opposite

waveguide directions for each wavelength. In our calcula-

tions, we obtain a maximum fidelity of 11 for coupling to the

right direction at 1250 nm wavelength and a fidelity of 6.2 at

1610 nm for coupling to the left direction. At a wavelength

FIG. 4. (a) Top view and (b) side view of the Fano nanoantenna on a

chalcogenide-glass waveguide. The antenna is excited by a glass fibre from

the top. (c) Coupling efficiencies in þx direction (gR, red solid curve) and in

�x direction (gL, black dashed curve) of the waveguide. (d) The directional

ratio gR/gL (red solid curve) and gL/gR (black dashed curve) defines the fidel-

ity of the directional coupling. (e) and (f) Top-view color plots of the y com-

ponent of the electric field in a cutting plane through the center of the

waveguide.

FIG. 3. (a) Radar cross section RCSR for scattering to the right (þx direc-

tion) and RCSL for scattering to the left (�x direction). (b) Side scattering

ratios SSRR¼RCSR/RCSL (black dashed curve) and SSRL¼RCSL/RCSR (red

solid curve).
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of around 1530 nm and 1380 nm, we get a comparable fidel-

ity of about 3.3 for both directions. For these two cases, we

additionally plotted the y component of the electric field in a

cutting plane through the center of the waveguide. Figures

4(e) and 4(f) visualize the bidirectional coupling that is real-

ized at around 1380 nm and 1530 nm wavelength showing

clearly that, for the two selected wavelengths, the waveguide

mode is launched mostly in one direction.

In summary, we have introduced a single-element nano-

antenna consisting of a gold nanodisk and a Babinet-inverted

nanorod (nanoslit). We have shown that this nanoantenna

exhibits a pronounced Fano response that can be exploited to

generate bidirectional radiation patterns for different wave-

lengths of light with a maximum side-scattering ratio of

approximately 17 for opposite directions. We also demon-

strate that this bidirectional Fano antenna can be integrated

onto dielectric waveguides and can provide an on-chip solu-

tion for two-colour routing that may lead to compact devices

for wavelength-selective waveguide demultiplexing. Finally,

due to the Fano resonance, the antenna properties are inher-

ently sensitive to changes in the dielectric environment

which makes this Fano antenna a promising candidate for

integrated sensing applications.

We thank W. Liu and A. Miroshnichenko for useful

discussions.
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